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Abstract

A number of theories have been proposed in recent years to explain

auroral kilometric radiation. These in,Liide an anisotropic velocity dis-

tribution instability, mode conversion of electron cyclotron waves to

ordinary mode radiation, soliton radiation, beam driven instability of [
electroma6netic waves via low frequency turbulence, a loss cone insta-

bility, beating of coherent electrostatic waves, and beam amplification of

electromagnetic waves via coherent density fluctuations. These will all

be reviewed and comparisons of prediction made with observations.

Emphasis will be placed o' the three recent proposals.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Auroral kilometric radiation (AKR) is a high-density radio wave

radiation in the frequency band between 50 and 750 kllz, with a peak

around 250 kHz, that has been observed emanating from the auroral zone.

The radiation is too low frequency to penetrate through the ionosphere to

Earth, so all observations have been made by satellite. The first obser-

vational study of AKE was made by Ournett 119741, although it had

previously been discovered by Dunckel et al. [1970]. Measurements have

been made in the predominate source region at R - 2-3 RH by f{awkeye I

(Gurnett and Green, 19781, in the lower source region near 1.5 RE by Isis

I [Benson and Calvert. 19791, and outside the source as far away as

R -1 100 RE by Voyager I [Kaiser et al. 19781

The AKR is closely correlated with the occurrence of discrete

auroral arcs, which are believed to be generated by intense inverted V

electron precipitation bands [Gurnett, 1974). .ore recent data indicate a

direct correlation of AKR with the inverted V events [Benson and Calvert,

1979; Green et al., 19791. The inverted V bands appear to contain high

energy beams closely aligned along the magnetic field lines, with beam

energies Eb - 5-15 keV or beam velocities vb - 0.1 - 0.2 c 14atthews

et al., 1976; Kaufmann and Ludlow, 1980, Sharp et al., 19801. (An

example of a high energy beam in the lower auroral with beam density to

plasma density - 10-2 - l0-i is shown in Figure 1.) The electron preci-

pitation bands are the apparent energy source of AKR. When these bands

are not present, no AKH is observed and only a diffuse aurora appears.

The total estimated power output of AKR at peak is - 109 W, to be compared

with the maximum power dissipated by the auroral particle precipitation

of l0l W. Ti'his indicates a lop conversion efficiency [Gurnett, 19741.



The AKH events are sporadic ani LuV t, in Nature. AKE dat±

obtained in the source from Hawkeye I IGurnett and Green, i9781 and 1s;is

I [Benson and Calvert, 19"'91 s;how that the radiation is generated in the

X-siode just above the local right-hand cutuff irequency. The polarization

is further confirmed by direct measurement, of the AKE polarization fron:i

Voyager I at N - 100 R using transverse monopole antennas [Kaiser and

Alexander, Iirdi. The Isis I measurel:Ieits aiso show the radiation is

generated within density-depleted regions in the aurorail zone where
0.e W . e is thle plasiallit f're'iencw aid U the electron cyclotron

frequency), and is primarily downcoming, i:mking angles between 600 and

90' with respect to the local magnetic field [Benson and Calvert, 1979;

James, 19bOI .

In this article, we will review several theories that have been

proposed to explain the observed AKR, with emphasis on the three most

recent theories, which appear to have greater promise. (For an earlier

review, see >laggs [19(81). We will iimit curs;elves to terrestrial AKE,

although some theories i:iay be relevant to Jovian decainetric radiation.

(See Smith, 1076, for a recent review of Jovian decametric radiation

theories.) Attention will be paid to the underlying physical mechanism 0f

each theory, the specific predictions made by the theories, and how well

they agree with observation. Suggestion for further observations which

will test predictions for which evidence is presently unavailable will be

made. It should be noted that the more recent theories have the advantage

in that they were formulated with a tgreater abundance of data available.

Thus, the extent to which a theory agrees with observation is not

necessarily an indication of the ingenuity of tile theory.
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II. CONVERHS10N OF ELECTRON CYCLOUTON WAVE TO O-MODE

A mechanism of double mode conversion of beam radiation was pro-

posed by Oya 119741 for Jovian decametric rudiation, and was extended to

AKR by Benson l19b]. There are three processes involved in this mechan-

ism (see Figure _"). In the first process field aligned precipitating

beams and/or thermal anisotropies create electron cyclotron wave turbu-

lece . These waves propagate toward decreasing plasma density (in the -x

direction) until they encounter the upper hybrid resonance: w = U(x).

In the second process, the electron cyclotron waves convert to the slow

X-mode (z wave, see Figure 3) at the upper hybrid resonance layer,

reflecting back toward increasing density. The z waves then propagate

into the plasma frequency cutoff layer w Z pe(x), where they convert into

the 0-mode (see Figure 4) in the third process. These waves propagate in

the direction perpendicular to the density gradient and .agnetic field and

out to free space.

The predicted direction of the 0-mode propagation is almost per-

pendicular to the background magnetic field, in agreement with observa-

tion. The efficiency of this conversion was found to be 1076. Thus, the

overall efficiency, which is the product of efficiencies of all three pro-

cesses, is very unlikely to ever be the 10 that is measured for conversion

of electron precipitation energy to AKR. Furthermore, the predicted

polarization (0-mode) is in disagreement with recent observations. Thus

we need a more direct mechanism.
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iii. CHERENT AIPLIFICATIN OF 1YEUEMiJk.iUN BY VELOCITY SPACE
INSTABILITIES

Melrose 119731 first set forth a general theory of coherent

gyromagnetic radiation for application to several astrophysical phenomena,

including the Jovian decametric radiation. Hie applied the theory

specifically to a bi-Maxwellian di tributiun of streaming electrons with

different thermal velocities perpendicular aLnd parallel to the magnetic

field, although the general approach could be applied to a number of

different distribution functions, lie showed that an electromagnetic

instability arises from the velocity space anisotropy similar to the

Harris instability lHarris, 19591, provided 01 > 1 where I, 11

I Tlll /me]1/2/c, and where T i and T11 are the electron stream tem-

peratures perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic field.

In a later paper, Melrose [19761 applied this instability parti-

cularly to the problem of auroral kilometric radiation and Jovian deca-

metric radiation. In this model, precipitatitg electron streams radiate

at a low level in the RX mode at the Dopper-shifted beam cyclotron

frequencies w -- nwce + kllvb, and this radiation is amplified by the

instability. The dominant radiation was found to occur near

W wce + kjlvb if' Wpe << wce, and w - ?wce + kuvb if wpe > Wce" The first

case corresponds to the plasma conditions observed from Isis I. The radi-

ation at that frequency is accessible to free-space provided kllvb <

wpe 21ce* If the latter condition is satisfied, then the resulting fre-

quency is Just above the right-hand cutuff, in agreement with observation.



The condition for amplification of the RX mode by this mechanism

typically requires Ti/T 1 > 30. The measurements of particle distri-

butions in the lower aurora bQ Kaufmann and Ludlow 119801 do not show

any significant theri:ial anisotropy, and tiere is no evidence of the exis-

tence of such large anisotropies, or m:echanisms to produce them, elsewhere

in the aurora. Thus, it is unlikely AKE could be produced by this

mechanism. However, there are other instabilities which are capable of

amplifying the Doppler-shifted beam cyclotron frequency, as implied by

Melrose's general formulation. One such instability is the loss cone

instability, which was proposed by Wu and Lee [19791 and is presented

in Section VI. Another instability arises from nonlinear coupling to the

beam through interaction with low frequency waves [Grabbe et al., 19801

and is presented in Section VIII.
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IV. BEAM DIIVE LELCTh'urtEhL I, rK i. iY IA LOW i'Rr<JUCY
TURBULENCE

in the model proposuc by eatixaucuLo L .l. , [9'b, nd ari

maodes propagating obliquely to the i :ct t- field ar assUmud to bc

present at noise levels, anu to haVe, tnhc-r ele-ctric fieldls ;.iodulatu l sY

low frequency turbuien ce present in t:,u :rvrn, wnlch tley specate.2 was

driven by eiectrostatic electron c4ciocr;. ;aves. Tiien beat wavf, coUld

interact witn the electron Leam pruvideAu

k 0 -k i  i  1, ) (i)

where (wo,ko) and 1wi,ki) arc the 'reutieticv ana wavenumbers of the elec-

troimagnetic wave and low frequencj w;ave,, respectively, and v,0 the beam

velocity. Thus the beam feeds energy into tne electroma6-netic wave

and causes it to grow.

Pal;madesso ut al. found that in order to ,et sufficiently ef-

ficient transfer uf bearm energy to the electromagnetic wave, the beat wave

of slow phase velocity wo/ki << wo/ko - c was required to ue almost a

normal (electrostatic) mode of the system. For high frequency waves,

this limits the frequency to wce < w (see Figure 5), which is the

only regime with an appropriate normal electrostatic mode to couple to.

As the two modes (both of which are ami, ifie, in this theory) propagate

out to free space, oniy the LU mode is accesiUle (i.e., encounters no

cutoff enroute) to free spuce ' becamuse tz: !,% iode is evanescent between

alh and *,, hence would be the poliri::ation observed. This conclusion

is in disagreement with the jour recnt pola.rization maeasurements.



The most efficient wave growth occurs for (Pe 
< Wc e, which is the

case observed. Growth lengths of 50 kim to a few hundred km are predicted,

which are marginally adequate to produce the observed AKI levels. Recent

observations have shown the low frequency turbulence (which was assumed

incoherent) in the aurora appear to be strong coherent electrostatic ion

cyclotron (EIC) waves [Temerin et al., 1979; Lysak et al., 1980). This

suggests modified versions of this theory may hold promise. Such a

modified version is discussed in Section VIIi.



V. Fhikh1ATI4

T.,e original ver,;ion otf a theory of AKR as soliton radiation was

proposed by Galeev and Krasnoselkikh 1197fl, in which electron beams were

assumed to be fortmed i: the extcrrial region of the magnetosphere where

Wpe > wctu Jnder t.tse conitions, the electron beam could lose up to 50%

of its enertD to uir wave excitatioti. When these waves are strong

enough, the ondurc utivQ force can drive the modulational instability

[Hudakov and Y9'sytovich, 9 o1 , which creates density cavitons that trap

the Langmuir waved. ' ihese are Lungmuir sulitons and they subsequently

collapse Und radiate at W =  (For a lore detailed discussion of

this process, see Maggs, i 9"[5 ).

The assumption upe > Wce disagrees with recent observations that

show Wpe < -Ce in the Ah source region. In the latter case, not only is

the w = 2wpe radiation inaccessiule to free space, but Langmuir solitons

cannot exist or collapse at all. For those reasons Istomin et al. 1-978)

proposed a new version of the theory involving radiation from electro-

static electron cyclotron solitons, which can exist for "'pe < ace. The

solitons collapse and radiate at w I 2Wee. Istomin et al. estimate that

the required efficiency necessary to produce observed levels of AKR is

achievable if the ratio of beam to plasma density is nb/no - 3 x 10-3. In

a later paper, Cole and Pokhotelov [19601 showed that this theory is

capable of explaining the power levels of AER as well as other qualitative

features of the radiation.

The principle problem with this,; theory is that the radiation

frequency appears to be too high to lie in the observed narrow band just
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above the right hand cutoff wR = 1/2 [wce + (wee2 + wpe2)l2] < 1.05 wce

for Wpe2 << wce 2 , reported by Benson and Calvert 119791 and Benson et al.

119501. However, it is conceivable that the source region has been

misidentified so that the true source is higher than the region identified

as the source from Isis I data. If the real source is about 1.25 times

the identified geocentric attitude of the source region, the soliton

radiation theory would be a possible AKR mechanism. This corresponds to

a difference in height between the source and the Isis I AKR observations

of 1500-2000 km. However, this possibility would be in contradiction to

the recent conclusions by Calvert [19811 from the AKR gap signatures on

Isis I ionogramns that the AKR source could be no higher than 130 kin above

Isis I.
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VI. LOSS CONE INSTABILITY

A mechanism involving unstable loss cone distribu,ions was first

proposed to explain the bo-modulated component of Jovian dtcametric

radiation [Wu and Freund, 19771. In that model, a fraction of the

electrons in the Io flux tube which are accelerated by the bo-sheath

became trapped in the lo flux tube because their pitch angle is larger

than the local atmospheric loss cone. These electrons give rise to

induced emission near their mirror points because of the loss cone free

energy in their distribution function. Later, a loss cone model was

proposed to explain the Io-independent decametric radiation [Goldstein

and Eviatar, 19791.

The loss cone model was applied to AKR in Wu and Lee 119791 and

Lee, Kan and Wu [19801. In this version of the model, some of the elec-

trons which are injected from the plasm, a sheet and magnetosphere are as-

sumed to descend into the upper atmosphere (ionosphere) with varying

pitch angles. Because of the converging zagnetic field lines (magnetic

mirror), there is a loss cone angle U, given by

Bm~~~x-Bmi /( B in\112= cos 0

Bmax (2)

where Bmax and Bmin are the maximum and minimum magnetic field encoun-

tered by the injected particles. Electrons with large pitch angles out-

side the loss cone, i.e., with velocity components

ti< cos (i
vi -3
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reflect and ascend back into the aurora. These ascending electrons

thus have a loss cone distribution (see Figure 6).

Wu and Lee use the following dispersion relations for the

two modes

- k pe f 2fe 'fe vJ 2 (b)
2 2 f3 ce v

+ kIV Il (dw /_kv + k 0 (X-mode)o7 0 e l WWc /Y l 11il

(4)

2 2 2 f2 v
2
J
2 (b)

2 2 J' d v jckjV1 -J If "-"i11 j1  )
ck + pe + V 0 (0-mode)

"w2 n of II J c e

where J (b) is the Bessel function of first order, b = k v1 /We, and

2
vI

Y 1 + 1/2 - is the relativistic term which couples the perpendicular
2

electron motion to the waves. Thus relativistic effects allow the

free energy of the loss cone distribution to be absorbed by the

electromagnetic waves in the model.

A typical set of growth rates found by Wu and Lee from the

dispersion relation is shown in Figure 7. It is seen that the X-mode

grows faster than the 0-mode in this model. This is to be expected,

since the X mode interacts with the particles to a much greater extent,

and thus could absorb the free energy of the loss cone easier. Thus

the X-mode is expected to be the dominant polarization, in agreement

with observation. If one includes higher harmonic terms in the
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dispersion relation, which have w - mWce/Y + kyv in the denominator,

the theory might well yield a harmonic band structure with resonances

near w - mwce/Y + kliv11 for iii = 1, 2, 3, .... Wu and Lee introduced a

local density-depleted cavity in the aurora which they assumed to be

present to provide a waveguide for wave growth by multiple reflection off

of its boundaries, and ultimate free space accessibility. From the Benson

and Calvert determination wpe 0.2 0 ce, > 1.04 ce is the

minimum required frequency for propagation. This puts the growth rate in

Figure 6 an order of magnitude below its maximum shown.

Although the normal loss cones in the lower aurora have

Okc < 18° , Mizera and Fennell [19771 have reported enhanced loss cones of

300 '< Qc 600 apparently produced by large parallel electric fields.

This is to be compared with Og, Z 56.5 ° in Fig. 7. Thus, enhanced loss

cones appear adequate to produce AKR, even though the ordinary loss cones

are not (sinr.e they are too small to cause instability). Future satellite

missions could help establish or disestablish this mechanism by studying

the correlation in space and time of AKR with the loss cones.

In the later paper, Lee, Kan and Wu 119801 expand their theory

to include dispersive effects in their growth rate. Thezy predict that AKR

produced by their mechanism would lie between 2000 km and 9000 km in

altitude. They also note the theory predicts a close correlation between

AYi and the inverted V events.

A shortcoming of the theory is the fact that it predicts the wave

direction to be upgoing (in the direction of the loss cone particles),

propagating almost perpendicular to the magnetic field. Observation shows

the wave is downgoing, making an angle 0 with respeck to the magnetic

, .U
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field, where 60* < "0 < 90* lJames, 1980]. This discrepancy must be

cleared up before the theory can be accepted as the rechanism for AKR.

EC
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VII. NONLINEAR BEATING OF ELECTROSTATIC WAVES

The use of electrostatic waves to produce electromagnetic AYK was

originally proposed by Barbosa t19761. Barbosa considered the incoherent

beating of upper hybrid waves (w - wuh, where wuh is the upper hybrid

frequency) and used the random phase approximation to treat the inter-

action. He found that the electric fields of the upper hybrid wave had to

be > 3 V/m to generate the power levels observed for AKh.

Because required amplitudes for upper hybrid waves to produce AKH

by the incoherent mechanism appear unreaLsuiably high, Roux and Pellat

[19791 proposed a coherent mechanism. In the latter theory, the source

of energy is again electrostatic waves, which are diven unstable by the

auroral electron beams. These waves can exist in two high frequency

regimes for which solutions to the electrostatic dispersion relation are

possible:

(1) wXh < w < min (wpe, wce ) = wpe

(2) max (wpe, oce) = wce <w < "'Uh

In the inhomogenous plasma medium, electrostatic waves propagating toward

decreasing density and/or magnetic field approach the upper and lower

hybrid resonances: w = wuh and w = w . The waves undergo a geometrical

amplification near these resonances and a large amplitude narrow spectrum

of waves develops there. Thus, a large amount of electrostatic energy

develops near the hybrid resonances.

The electrostatic hybrid resonance energy may be converted into

electromagnetic waves by a nonlinear three wave process: £ + 9 + t.

Four possible variations may occur:
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(i) w£h + h ' 0 mode at w - wuh

(2) wth + wuh - X iwde at w - wuh

(3) uh + wuh + 0 mode at w - 2 wuh

(4) wuh + wuh + X mode at w - 2wuh

Case (2) was ruled out because of the inaccessibility to free space aris-

ing from the evanescent layer between wuh and wR. Roux and Pellat's eval-

uation of the other three processes shows case (4) is the most probable

and efficient, producing greater amplitudes than the other two. Thus the

predicted polarization is correct, but the predicted frequency is appar-

ently twice that observed. However, this frequency may still be viable if

the source is substantially higher than the region identified as the

source from current satellite data (see discussion in Section V on this

issue).

For reasonable electron beam velocities and expected generated

energies of upper hybrid waves, Roux and Pellat find AKR field amplitudes

of a maximum of E - 40 mV/m may be created in the source. Isis I measure-

ments indicate E fields of - 4 mV/m at f - 500 kHz, and would be expected

to be 3 to 10 times this at the peak frequency. Thus the homogenous

theory of Houx and Pellat gives a (marginally) adequate amplifying effi-

ciency. Large density inhomogeneities and fluctuations may reduce this

efficiency.

Although case (4) was picked to be the prevailing process, James

119601 has pointed out that a modified version of case (2) may be a viable

process. Since wth +  uh is quite close to the X-mode cutoff frequency,

replacing the lower hybrid wave with a wave of slightly higher frequency
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would put it above cutoff. In particular, Janes proposes combining a

whistler wave with w > w h with a z-wave (slow, quasistatic X-mode in

range Wce < w . wuh ) " Jones 119771 presented an earlier version of that

theory. This area needs further investigation.

Two other areas must be investigated with respect to this theory,

in addition to resolving the frequency question. One is the question as

to whether the theory can predict the angular spectrum bO < 0 < 90 ° .

The other is whether there are large amplitude upper hybrid waves

(z-waves) in the AKR source region (whistlers are known to be there), and

whether a correlation between the two can be established.



VIII. BEAM AMPLIFICATION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE VIA COH1E1RENT EIC
DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS

In the proposal of Grabbe et al. 119801, electromagnetic noise

interacts with low frequency coherent quasineutral density fluctuations

created by EIC waves, in the presence of precipitating auroral electron

beams. The result is a three wave (parametric) process, in which beat

waves are produced which can interact with the beam, much like the theory

of Palmadesso et al. 119761. It was found that when wave frequency was

just below the Doppler shifted beam cyclotron frequency, W < wce + kzvb,

and the polarization in the X-mode the electromagnetic wave would undergo

a convective instability. The basic requirements for this instability

were found to be:

(1) Minimum beam density:

(b) LJnb kz(%LV)2 (5)

\no> 2 wcevb

where Av is the thermal beam velocity spread.

(2) Accessibilit to free space: (w > R)

Wpe 2 < kzvbwce (6)

Combining the limitations on frequency for instability and accessibility

to free space gives a predicted radiation band in the narrow range

W 2
S+ pe +~< +kvCce c < < zce vb

wc e

MMMttMbt
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just above the right hand cutoff, provided the upper limit is greater than

the lower limit (i.e., that Eq. (6) is satisfied.) Furt;rmore, combining

Eqs. (5) and (6), we have a limitation on the parallel component of the

wave vector:

2 k 2 wceevbnb
Vbwce z ( v) 2 n

0

This equation typically limits the wave propagation direction to be almost

(but not quite) perpendicular to the magnetic field. Both predicted

limitations on frequency and wavenumber are in excellent agreement with

the Isis I measurements [Benson and Calvert, 1979).

Several other predictions can be made from the restrictions given

by Eq. (5)-(b). Eq. (6) typically yields wpe < 0.2 wce, in excellent

agreement with the Isis I measurements. This requires local depletion of

the density at the source and nay give rise to a density waveguide which

allows for long growth lengths by multiple reflection off of its bound-

aries, much as in the Wu-Lee theory. Typical spatial growth rates are

shown in Figure 8. Typical total growth lengths of L 1 100 kin were found

to be adequate to produce observed AKR power levels from electromagnetic

noise. The 0-mode has no frequency which gives an instability, hence the

predicted polarization is that of the X mode, as observed. Furthermore,

because of the restrictions it Eqs. (5) and (7), local temporal variations

in plasma density, magnetic field, beam velocity and beam spread in

regions of marginal stability may shut the radiation on and off. This

could expl;i mn the burst y mttur t of AKi. t illy, U warm plasma theory

yields further unstable frequency ranges it u o nwce + kzvb for n an
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integer. Some evidence for such a harmonic band structure was obtained Uy

the Isis I data.

All of the above conclusions wert' based on a steady state i.iodel

analysis, in which the energy in the density fluctuations was asunecl t,

be replenished by the beam or other sources at approximately the same rat,,

as it was being used up. However, the Feynman diagram for the three wav_

interaction (Figure 9) reveals that a more dynamical process is taking

place. Not only is energy being resonantly transferred from the density

fluctuations to the electromagnetic wave in the appropriate frequency b1i-

because of the beau, but the energy the beam injects into the beat wave i.,

being transferred back to the density fluctuations and thc elctroi:agn:&t':

wave because of a finite three-wave coupling coefficient. This coupinlg

coefficient was ignored in the steady state theory, but must be included

to understand the full dynamical process.

A set of coupled nonlinear rate equations for the evolution of

each of the three waves in Figure 9 were analyzed by Grabbe [19811. The

results show that observed power levels of AKR can be obtained for growth

rates found in tue steady state theory. It was found that convection out

of the resonant region appears to be more important in causing the growth

to saturate than nonlinear saturation.

In sumwnary, this model of AKH provides several predictions which

are in good agreement with observation. However, an important assumption

of the model is that low frequency density fluctuations (assumed to be

produced by coherent EIC waves like those seen by Lysak et al. 119801 and

Temerin et al. [1979]) play an important part in AKH. EIC waves have been

observed in the range of 5000 km to 8000 km altitude (2-3 RHE ) in the



aurora, which is also the general source region of the most intense AYK.

However, observations of EIC waves below 5000 km are rare, even though AKH

is observed down to about 3000 kin (1.5 RE ). Other types of low frequency

density fluctuations could easily be used in this mechanism; EIC waves are

not necessary, they are oust the most likely candidate. There have not

been, however, sufficient measurements at the low altitudes for valid

statistics. Future observational studies are necessary to see if the low

altitude coherent density fluctuations are present and to investigate the

correlation of density fluctuations or EIC waves with AKR.



IX. SUM4AMY

A variety of plasma theories havu been proposed for ,hKh. It was

seen that only three give the correct preliction of both tne frequency ana

polarization of tie AKR: Melrose ti (31 , Wu Lnd Lee [197A1 and Grabbe

et al. [19801. (The possible modification of the Roux and Pellat theory

would also be capable of predicting these.) All three of these are

favored by the local depletion of the density in the source region and

give very precise predictions as to what this density should te for a

given local magnetic field. ilowever, one of these (Melrose) predicts

auroral electron distribution functions with large anisotropies, which

is not supported by available measurements of the auroral electron dis-

tribution functions. This leaves the theories of Grabbe et al. and Wu

and Lee. Both theories are capable of predicting several other observed

properties of AKR, although the Wu and Lee theory has a problem with the

direction of propagation of the radiation. A crucial test of the theory

of Grabbe et al. will be establishing a correlation between AKE and low

frequency density fluctuations, as well as finding the low frequency

density fluctuations in the lower altitude AKE source. A crucial test of

the Wu and Lee theory will be establishing a correlation between AKR and

the enhanced loss cones.

Four comments are in order on the comparisons made with available

observations. First is the possibility that future satellite missions

might find the large anisotropy of the auroral electron distribution

functions required by the Melrose theory. Second is the possibility that

available measurements of the AKE source region are sufficiently

inaccurate that the theories of Istomin et al. and houx and Pellat, which
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predict a frequency at close to twice the observed local right hand

cutoff, might be viable. However, both of t-ae possibilities seem rather

improbable in light of the abundance of the data on these matters. Third

is the possiuility that modifications of one or more of these theories,

such as the proposed modification of the houx and Pellat theory, may yield

a more promising theory in the same way that a modification of the

theories of Merose, Palmadesso et al. ard Galeev et al. yielded the more

promising theories presented in Wu and Lee, Grabbe et al. and Istomin et

al., respectively. A final point is that the mechanisms proposed by

Istomin et al. and Roux and Pellat, which cause radiation at twice the

observed frequency, may contribute to the first harmonic of any harmonic

band structure of AKR.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Three dimensional plots of the electron velocity distribution

functions observed in the lower aurora. (From Kaufmann and

Ludlow, 1980.)

Fig. 2 Schematic of the double mode conversion process in the

inhomogenous plasma, proposed in the theory of Oya and Benson.

Fig. 3 Dispersion relation of the extraordinary (X) mode, showing the

fast (FX) and slow (SX) wave branches. The band of observed

AKR frequencies is indicated. wL and wR are the left and right

hand cutoffs, respectively.

Fig. 4 Dispersion relation of the ordinary (0) mode.

Fig. 5 Diagram showing the frequency ranges in which electrostatic waves

can exist, which occur when Kj/Kjj is negative.

Fig. 6 A loss cone velocity distribution function, in which the low

velocity particles (v1 /vj < cos 02,, where O0k is the loss cone

angle) are missing.

Fig. 7 Plots of the growth rates for the X-mode and O-mode just above

the cyclotron frequency in the theory of Wu and Lee for a loss

cone angle of O ~ 56.5% (From Wu and Lee, 1979.)
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Fig. 8 Growth lengths of the X mode found in the theory of Grabbe et al.

for beam velocity vb = 0.2 c, thermal spread Av = 0.3 vb and beam

nb 10- 2 no , with no the plasma density. A frequency of f - 200

ki~z was assumed. Here the horizontal axis is the ratio of the

wavenumber of the electromagnetic wave to the ion wave, and

= 6n/no is the ratio of the density fluctuation to the back-

ground density. (From Grabbe et al., 1980.)

Fig. 9 A three-wave Feynman diagram used to study the dynamical evolution

of AKR. Processes indicated by the numbers are: (i) Induced

absorption (2) Beam amplification (3) Induced emission. Here W and

Y are the coupling coefficient and growth rates that appear in the

rate equations.
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